Drapery Tie-Back
by Carol C. Porter

SUPPLIES

1 Tie-Back Cord (or the number needed for the drapes)
Flower Frill Template Large & Extra Large Art No. 8461
Fabric for One Flower (20 petals total)
  4 squares 6 1/2” each Yellow Batik
  4 squares 6 1/2” each Orange Batik
  4 squares 6 1/2” each Orange
Dupioni Silk
  4 squares 5 1/2” each Yellow Chiffon
  4 squares 5 1/2” each Yellow Batik
“Quick” Yo-Yo Maker (large) Art No. 8701

CONSTRUCTION

Step 1: Alternate the squares in and order you like, then make and string the petals following the package instruction. Yes, it’s OK to mix the petal sizes...this gives some depth to the flower.

Step 2: Make one yo-yo and on the back of the Flower Frill place the yo-yo back side up to cover the center hole of the flower. Stitch in place. This gives a nice flat surface for sewing, gluing, or pinning the flower to the tie-back cord.

Flower Frill Decor

Beautiful flower frills in vibrant colors will breathe new life into any room. Make your own original home decor designs with our Flower Frill Templates.

NEW

Flower Frill Templates

Embellish your jewelry, wardrobe and home accessories with Flower Frills!

Easy Flip and Fold Flower Maker!

By Alicia Salazar

“Bloom” Decorator Pillow by Amber Webb
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Everlasting Bouquet
by Alicia Salazar

**SUPPLIES**
- Flower Frill Template Small & Medium Art No. 8460
- Flower Frill Template Large & Extra Large Art No. 8461
- Sprigs of “Filler” leaves and/or baby’s breath
- Basket or Vase
- 16 gauge stem wire
- 22 gauge florist wire
- Floral tape
- Wire Cutters & Pliers
- Assorted Fabrics and Colors to match your theme

**CONSTRUCTION**

**Flower Frill:** Make the number of flowers you want following the package instructions. Remember it’s OK to mix the petal sizes within a flower. Small and medium usually take about 12-17 petals per flower and the large & medium flowers can use anywhere from 15-25 petals per flower. The more petals the fuller the flower!

**Attach Stem Wire to Flower**

**Step 1:** Bend one end of wire 5” and place in the center of the Flower and between a petal.

**Step 2:** Use pliers and clamp the two wires together; then twist the short wire around the long wire.

**Step 3:** With 10” of lighter weight wire (22 guage) fold it in half and insert the wire same as the long stem through the center and include a petal. Hold them together and twist around the heavier wire, pulling tight. Stitch around flower base and include the wire, this will assist in holding the flower upright.

**Step 4:** Wrap wire with florist tape.

**Step 5:** Open petals of the frill flower to make it full and round.

**Assembly**

Arrange in the basket or vase just as you would for any other bouquet...just don’t add the water!

---

**Bloom Decorator Pillow**
by Amber Webb

**SUPPLIES**
- Flower Frill Template Large Art No.8461
- 1 Pillow Form 12” x 16”
- 2yds. Purple Polyester Shantung 60” wide
- 1-1/8 yd. Lavender Polyester Shantung 60” wide
- Craft Batting
- Chaco Liner Pen Style Art No.4712

**CONSTRUCTION**

**Flower Frill:**

Make 8 Purple Flowers each flower has 12 petals so cut 96 petals.

Make 7 Lavender Flowers each flower has 12 petals so cut 84 petals.

Follow the instruction in the template package for making the Flower Frill.

**Pillow Covering**

**Step 1:** Cut 2 rectangles from the purple fabric each 12 ½” x 16 ½”. Cut 2 rectangles from the craft batting each 12 ½” x 16 ½”

**Step 2:** Baste the batting to the wrong side of each of the outer purple rectangles. The Polyester Shantung is very slippery and this will stabilize the pieces and also give a good base on which to stitch the flowers. Ill. 1

**Step 3:** With right sides together pin the front to the back then; sew the pillow case together leaving an 8” opening on one of the long sides. Back stitch at the beginning and end of the stitching. Ill. 2. Turn the pillow case right side out.

**Step 4:** Turn pillow case right side out.

**Assembly**

**Step 1:** On the pillow case top use Chaco Liner and draw a grid for the flower placement. See Ill. 3. Where the lines intersect is the spot that you will sew the center of the flower in place.

**Step 2:** Sew flowers into place on the pillow top through to the batting.

**Step 3:** Insert the pillow form and stitch the opening closed.